The Situation

- Highly competitive space with technical products
- Lack of bandwidth, too many competitors, limited time to keep up with competitive volume
- Teams had different methods for doing competitive intel without a central location to find it all.
- Tons of competitive content, but hard for sales teams to find the most compelling, up-to-date insights.

Klue + Customer Centric Approach to Competitive Enablement

As with any highly competitive industry, the volume of intel to keep up with was very high. But while most companies think of building a competitive intelligence program starting with competitors, VMware took a different approach - they would create insights, messaging and positioning with customers at the center.

How they did it

- Using the model as a guide, the team was able to identify additional resources needed to create a measurable competitive program. This was key for getting program approval from their Executive team.
- Klue became the central platform to capture key competitive insights, starting with the Carbon Black BU. Seeing success here caused the broader CI teams to begin conversations around centralizing competitive intel across all VMware business units.
- Klue's organized boards and cards gave the VMware team the needed structure to revamp their content strategy to a more ‘customer centric’ approach, which included:
  - Highlighting the most critical use cases. Listening to recorded sales calls, reviewing win/loss data, and taking a close look at their buyer journeys helped the team identify the most common customer use cases heard by sales, and mapping those back to what their current solution could address.
  - Building customer value beyond just technical traps. With such complex and lengthy sales cycles, the team created messaging and positioning focused on what mattered to their customers most, and used benefit-oriented language.
  - Sharing frequent sound bites. Making shorter value-benefit points using their buyers’ language available to sales to create an instant connection and build trust with prospects.
  - Creating a repeatable system. Managing resources and time effectively were critical, with limited bandwidth and resources. The team at VMware was able to create a repeatable system for intel crowdsourcing, curating, sharing and measuring using Klue.
- Better visualization and presentation of insights to sales. Using Klue’s battlecards, reps found instant messaging using customer-oriented language available to sales to create an instant connection and build trust with prospects.

Results

VMware is making great progress and already seeing successful results from Carbon Black sales teams - more wins - than the reps who’ve been using Klue in their deals.

- Restructuring intel to solution insights in Klue battlecards results in more accurate, usable insights and better sales conversations
- 250% increase in Klue usage in 1 yr
- Quarterly sales survey showed increased confidence in deals for those reps using Klue
- Overall higher win rates
- Consistent solution-based messaging across the entire sales team

Ready to level up? Klue can help. Book a demo.

When I was presenting how we were going to future state our Competitive Enablement program I pulled up the Klue Maturity Model for our VP. It was great I was able to connect deliverables to resources and outcomes, it was a key resource for getting exec approval.

Kimberly Bauer, Manager, Competitive Intelligence

I've been teaching a graduate level Competitive Intelligence course at UC Irvine business school for a few years now. Using Klue as part of the course curriculum has been extremely beneficial for showing how Competitive Enablement works in practice.

Kimberly Bauer, Manager, Competitive Intelligence